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Archaeology advocates seek
answers on Shockoe plan

Posted: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 12:10 pm | Updated: 7:07 pm,

Wed May 28, 2014.

By MICHAEL MARTZ

Richmond Times-Dispatch

RICHMOND — Richmond Mayor Dwight C.

Jones has energized archaeology

advocates with his proposal to build a

baseball stadium and mixed-used

development in the oldest part of the city,

but he hasn't answered any of their

questions.

RVArchaeology, a community organization

founded this spring, posed questions this

morning that it hopes are answered this

afternoon when the mayor's office briefs

Richmond City Council on the initial results

of an archaeological initiative that Jones

launched in late March in response to

concerns about the effect of his proposed

construction project on historic resources

buried in Shockoe Bottom.

If their questions are not answered, "we'll

ask again," Kim Allen, a cultural

anthropologist and leader of the new

organization, said at a news conference

today at North 17th and East Grace streets,

in the footprint of the proposed minor-

league stadium.       
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The City Council meets tonight, and

appears poised to vote down the mayor's

proposal. Five council members have said

they'll vote in opposition.

RVArchaeology grew out of a daylong

sympositum in late March, just after the

mayor announced his archaeological

initiative. The group's three-person steering

committee has held one community meeting

and plans another on Saturday at 10 a.m. at

the Black History and Cultural Museum in

Jackson Ward.

READ: Residents sound off on Shockoe Bottom stadium plan

READ: Jones criticizes council foes on stadium

The organization also raised a series of questions about how Richmond plans to identify

and protect archaeological resources -- potentially including burial sites and skeletal

human remains -- in developing the mayor's proposed project in a neighborhood that was

part of the original colonial design of the city, as well as the center of the antebellum slave

trade.

"Given these cultural resources, this 8-acre site represents a critical opportunity for the city

of Richmond to truly engage with its archaeological resources in a meaningful way," said

Allen, who was joined at the press conference by archaeologist Ellen Chapman, a doctoral

candidate at the College of William & Mary and a member of the RVArchaeology steering

committee. The third member of the steering committee -- Terry Brock, a research

archaeologist for The Montpelier Foundation -- was unable to attend the press conference.

The group asked its questions about the mayor's archaeological initiative in a letter to

Jones on April 25 and presentation to council on May 12.

"We have yet to hear from the mayor regarding our concerns," Chapman said before

presenting a dozen detailed questions about the city's archaeological investigation,

including the scope of the work and whether it has contacted federal agencies to initiate a

review of the site under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.

A key question focuses on Richmond's plans for identifying potential "site deposits" of

archaeological significance"to avoid the discovery of significant sites during construction

activities."

During construction, the group asked, "What will the procedure be if a large number of

human burials or other human skeleal remains are uncovered?"

RVArchaeology also is trying to build support for creating an archaeology ordinance and

city archaeologist's office to ensure that archaeological concerns are addressed in all

development projects, as they are in Alexandria, another historic port city.

"Richmond has rich historical, architectural, and archaeological resources, but

archaeology is currently under-utilized as a tool to investigate the city's past," Allen said.

mmartz@timesdispatch.com   (804) 649-6964
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